Abstract. Let P be a convex polygon in the plane with n vertices and let Q be a convex polygon with m vertices. We prove that the maximum number of combinatorially distinct placements of Q with respect to P under translations is O(n 2 + m 2 + min(nm 2 + n 2 m)), and we give an example showing that this bound is tight in the worst case. Second, we present an O((n + m) log(n + m)) algorithm for determining a translation of Q that maximizes the area of overlap of P and Q.
Introduction
Matching plays an important role in areas such as computer vision. Typically one is given two "shapes"-point sets or polygons, for instance-and one wants to determine how much these shapes resemble each other. More precisely, one wants to find a rigid motion of one shape that maximizes the resemblance with the other shape. There are several ways to measure resemblance. For example, for point sets or polygonal chains one can use the Hausdorff distance [2] , [1] , [9] , [15] , [16] ; for polygonal chains one can also use the Fréchet distance [3] .
The resemblance of two convex polygons can also be measured by looking at the Hausdorff or Fréchet distance between their boundaries. For an application in computer vision, however, it seems more appropriate to look at the area of the symmetric difference of the two polygons, since this distance measure is less sensitive to noise in the image: noise may add thin features to the boundary but is unlikely to add large areas.
Notice that minimizing the area of the symmetric difference of two polygons is equivalent to maximizing the area of overlap of the polygons. An algorithm with O(n(n+ m)) time complexity is known for finding the maximum overlap area for two convex polygons, one of which is allowed to rotate with one point on its boundary sliding on the other polygon's boundary [21] . Mount et al. [18] studied the behavior of the area of overlap for two simple polygons under translations of one polygon. They pose the case of two convex polygons as an open problem.
We consider the matching problem for convex polygons in the plane, and the rigid motions that we allow are translations. In other words, we are given two convex polygons P and Q in the plane, and our goal is to find a translation of Q that maximizes the area of overlap with P. Our results are as follows. Let n and m denote the number of vertices of P and Q, respectively. We start by studying a combinatorial question: how many combinatorially distinct placements of Q with respect to P are there? Here we define two placements to be combinatorially equivalent if the same pairs of edges (one from P and one from Q) intersect-see Section 2 for a more precise definition. We show that the number of distinct placements is O(n 2 + m 2 + min(nm 2 + n 2 m)), and we give an example showing that this bound is tight in the worst case. To our surprise, this result appears to be new: previous work on bounding the number of placements of a polygon in a polygonal environment is usually motivated by a motion planning problem and, hence, only deals with the case where the polygon is not allowed to intersect the environment at all-see Latombe's book [17] or Halperin's thesis [14] . Our main result is presented in Section 3, where we give an O((n + m) log(n + m)) time algorithm for computing a placement of Q that maximizes the area of overlap with P. Our algorithm is based on the fact that the area-of-overlap function is unimodal. To round off our exposition, we show that one can, in a sense, approximate the maximum possible overlap of two convex polygons by simply superposing them such that their centroids coincide. We show that that placement realizes an overlap that is at least 9 25 of the maximum possible overlap, and we give an upper bound example where the factor is 4 9 . Our work can also be seen as a generalization of the problem of placing a copy of one polygon inside another polygon. Chazelle [6] studied several variants of this problem. One of his results is that, given two convex polygons P and Q, one can decide in linear time whether Q can be translated such that it is contained in P. Other papers compute the largest copy of a polygon that can be placed inside another one [5] , [10] , [11] , [20] .
The Number of Distinct Placements
Let P be a simple polygon with n vertices in the plane and let Q be a simple polygon with m vertices. The position and orientation of P are fixed, but Q is free to translate. In this section we bound the number of distinct placements of Q with respect to P. We first define formally when we call two placements distinct.
We denote the boundary of P by ∂ P, and the boundary of Q by ∂ Q. We consider boundary edges to be relatively open sets, that is, their endpoints are not included. Let r Q be a reference point on Q, say the lexicographically smallest vertex. For a point r in the plane, Q(r ) denotes Q with its reference point placed at r . Similarly, for an edge e or a vertex v of Q, e(r ) and v(r ) denote the edge e and vertex v when Q is placed at r . We call Q(r ) a placement of Q. The space of all possible placements of Q-in our case this is a two-dimensional space-is called the configuration space [17] . Definition 2.1. The intersection set of P and a placement Q(r ), denoted I (r ), is the set consisting of all pairs ( f, g) such that f is the interior of P, an edge of P, or a vertex of P, g is the interior of Q(r ), an edge of Q(r ), or a vertex of Q(r ), and f and g intersect. Two placements Q(r ) and Q(r ) are combinatorially distinct if and only if I (r ) = I (r ).
The configuration space can be partitioned into regions according to the intersection sets of the corresponding placements: two points are in the same region if and only if the corresponding placements are combinatorially equivalent. Hence, the number of combinatorially distinct placements is bounded by the number of regions in the configuration space.
Previous work on configuration spaces was usually inspired by motion planning applications, where the polygon Q is a robot, the polygon P is an obstacle. In this setting, one is interested in the free space, the region of the configuration space where Q does not collide with P or, in other words, where the intersection set is empty. When only translations are considered, then the free space is the complement of the Minkowski sum of P and −Q, and its complexity is (n 2 m 2 ) in the worst case; for convex polygons, the complexity is (n + m) in the worst case. For more information and references on configuration spaces in connection with motion planning we refer the reader to Latombe's book [17] or Halperin's thesis [14] . In our application we are also interested in placements where the intersection set is not empty, so few results from the motion planning literature seem to apply [19] .
Let us have a closer look at the configuration space. Fix an edge e of P and an edge e of Q, and consider the locus of all points r such that e intersects e (r ). This region is a parallelogram, denoted π(e, e ), spanned by a translated copy of e and a translated copy of e . Observe that for points r in the interior of the edges of π(e, e ), a vertex of e lies on e (r ) or a vertex of e (r ) lies on e; for a point r that is a vertex of π(e, e ), a vertex of e coincides with a vertex of e (r ). Let = {π(e, e ) : e is an edge of P, e is an edge of Q}.
The arrangement A( ) induced by is the partitioning of configuration space we mentioned above: there is a one-to-one correspondence between the combinatorially distinct placements and the faces, arcs, 1 and nodes of A( ). So a bound on the complexity of A( ) immediately implies a bound on the number of distinct placements.
We proceed to bound the complexity of A( 
Proof. We first prove the upper bound. Let P be a convex polygon with n vertices, and let Q be a convex polygon with m vertices. We bound the complexity of the subdivision A( ) we get for P and Q, as defined above. Because A( ) is a planar subdivision, it suffices to bound its number of nodes. A node of A( ) is either a corner of some parallelogram π(e, e ) or an intersection between the boundary of two such parallelograms. The corners of the parallelograms correspond to a placement where a vertex of Q coincides with a vertex of P; clearly there are O(nm) of these placements. The intersections between parallelogram boundaries correspond to placements such that (i) there are edges e 1 , e 2 of P and vertices v 1 , v 2 of Q such that v i ∈ e i , for i = 1, 2, or (ii) there are vertices v 1 , v 2 of P and edges e 1 , e 2 of Q such that v i ∈ e i , for i = 1, 2, or (iii) there is an edge e 1 of P, a vertex v 2 of P, a vertex v 1 of Q, and an edge e 2 of Q such that v i ∈ e i , for i = 1, 2.
First we bound the number of nodes of type (i). Fix one vertex v 1 of Q, and place v 1 somewhere on ∂ P. Now move Q "around" P, while keeping v 1 on ∂ P. We get a type (i) node when a vertex of Q crosses an edge of P. Because the path that every vertex of Q describes is a translate of ∂ P, it can intersect ∂ P at most twice. Hence, the total number of type (i) nodes involving vertex v 1 is at most 2m. The total number of type (i) nodes over all vertices of Q is therefore O(m 2 ). A similar argument shows that the number of type (ii) nodes is O(n 2 ). It remains to bound the number of nodes of type (iii). We fix a vertex v 2 of P and move Q "around" P while v 2 stays on ∂ Q. We must count the number of times that a vertex of Q crosses an edge of P. Let us look at the path that a vertex v 1 of Q follows. This path can be obtained by placing v 1 at v 2 and rotating Q over 180
• around v 1 ; the mirrored image of Q that results is exactly the path that v 1 follows. So the path is convex and polygonal, and it has m segments. Hence, v 1 crosses ∂ P at most O(min(n, m)) times. The number of type (iii) nodes involving vertex v 2 of P is therefore O(m min(n, m)), and the total number of type (iii) nodes is O(nm min(n, m)). An example where there are (n 2 + m 2 ) distinct placements is easy to construct, so we only give an example with (nm min(n, m)) distinct placements. Figure 1 gives such an example. The dotted polygonal closed path is the path v 1 follows when Q is moved while keeping contact with v 2 . This path intersects ∂ P (min(n, m)) times. Let w 1 be any of the m/2 bottom vertices of Q and let w 2 be any of the n/2 top vertices of P. When the top vertices of P and the bottom vertices of Q are placed close enough together, then the path followed by w 1 when Q is moved around w 2 will be close enough to the dotted path, so that there will be (min(n, m)) intersections of the path with ∂ P. Hence, we get a total of (nm min(n, m)) distinct placements.
Computing the Maximum Overlap
We now get to the main problem studied in this paper: given two convex polygons P and Q, find a placement of Q that maximizes the overlap with P. First, we need to introduce some notation. The overlap function ω(r ): R 2 → R of P and Q is defined as ω(r ) := the area of P ∩ Q(r ).
Our problem is thus to find a placement Q(r ) that maximizes ω(r ). We call such a placement a goal placement.
We first look at a restricted version of the problem, where Q is only allowed to be translated into a fixed direction. Without loss of generality, we assume this direction to be horizontal. Thus, for a given value y * , we define the (horizontal) overlap function at y * , denoted by ω y * (t), as Proof. Since a function R 2 → R is downward concave if any cross section along a line is downward concave, it suffices to prove the latter fact. Without loss of generality, we can restrict ourselves to the case of horizontal lines, and prove that the monovariate function t → ω y * (t) is downward concave.
Imagine moving Q from left to right over the plane, starting with Q((−∞, y * )) and ending at Q((+∞, y * )). Define Q(t) := Q((t, y * )) and A(t) := P ∩ Q(t). Thus A(t) is the intersection of P and Q at time t. We define a three-dimensional polytope P P Q by viewing time as the third dimension, and taking the union of all polygons A(t):
Since P P Q can be written as the intersection of two convex polytopes, it is a convex polytope itself:
Following Avis et al. [4] , we can now apply the Brunn-Minkowski theorem [13] , which states that the square root of the function that describes the area of intersection of P P Q and a horizontal plane h is downward concave, as we sweep h through P P Q . Since the cross section of P P Q with the horizontal plane t = t * is exactly the intersection A(t * ), the theorem follows. Proof. From the downward concavity of √ ω y * (t) it immediately follows that it is a unimodal function, which in turn implies that ω y * (t) is unimodal as well. Corollary 3.2 can be used to compute the maximum overlap of P and Q for the case where Q is confined to translate along a fixed line. This algorithm is an important ingredient of the general algorithm. Lemma 3.3 [4] . For a line we can compute max r ∈ ω(r ) in O(n + m) time.
Proof. Using Chazelle's algorithm [7] the convex polytope P P Q can be computed in linear time, and then Avis et al.'s algorithm [4] can be used to compute the horizontal section of P P Q of maximal area in linear time.
We now turn our attention to the general case, where arbitrary translations are allowed. Our algorithm consists of two stages. In the first stage we locate a horizontal strip that contains the reference point of a goal placement. This is done by a binary search that uses the algorithm from Lemma 3.3 as a subroutine. This reduces the complexity of the search space sufficiently to enter the second stage of the algorithm, which is based on cuttings. The second stage reduces the complexity of the search space further so that it becomes easy to compute the maximum overlap. We now describe the stages in more detail. we compute max t ω y k (t) and max t ω y k+1 (t) using Lemma 3.3. There are three cases to consider, depending on the computed values:
The First
If max t ω y k (t) < max t ω y k+1 (t), then we set k min := k. If max t ω y k (t) > max t ω y k+1 (t), then we set k max := k + 1. If max t ω y k (t) = max t ω y k+1 (t), then we set k min := k and k max := k + 1 and we have found the strip.
The binary search continues until k max − k min = 1. The correctness of the algorithm is based on the following lemma. Proof. We prove that the closed half-plane bounded by 2 and not containing r 1 cannot contain a placement r such that ω(r ) > ω(r 1 ), which implies the lemma. Let r be any point in this half-plane, and let r be the intersection point of the closed line segment rr 1 with 2 , see Figure 2 . Because the overlap function is unimodal, ω(r ) > ω(r 1 ) would imply ω(r ) > ω(r 1 ). However, since ω(r 2 ) ≥ ω(r ) by definition of r 2 , this would contradict the assumption that ω(r 1 ) ≥ ω(r 2 ).
We can now prove that the binary search algorithm correctly and efficiently finds a strip containing a goal placement.
Lemma 3.5. The binary search finds in time O((n + m) log(n + m)) a horizontal strip
that contains a goal placement.
Proof. We first prove that the algorithm is correct. This amounts to proving that the three cases mentioned above are handled correctly. Let t 1 be a value maximizing ω y k (t) and let t 2 be a value maximizing ω y k+1 (t). Define r 1 = (t 1 , y k ) and r 2 = (t 2 , y k+1 ). Suppose that ω(r 1 ) ≤ ω(r 2 ). By Lemma 3.4 there must be a goal placement above the line y = y k , which proves that the first case is handled correctly. Similarly, ω(r 1 ) ≥ ω(r 2 ) implies that there is a goal placement below the line y = y k+1 , which proves that the second case is handled correctly. By combining the arguments for the first two cases, we see that the third case is also handled correctly. It remains to prove the time bound. In each step of the binary search we use the selection algorithm of Frederickson and Johnson [12] , which takes O(m + n) time, and we apply the algorithm of Lemma 3.3, which takes O(n + m) time. Since the number of steps of the binary search is O (log(nm) ), the total time is as claimed.
The binary search on the set Y gives us a horizontal strip that contains a goal placement. For any placement Q(r ) in the interior of this strip, the vertical order of the vertices of P with respect to those of Q(r ) is fixed. This means that the complexity of the part of A( ) within R is significantly less than the total complexity of A( ), as we show next. 
Proof. Recall that A( ) is defined by O(nm) parallelograms. Each parallelogram is
defined by a pair of edges, one from P and one from Q. The edges of these parallelograms, in other words, the segments that induce A( ), are defined by a vertex-edge pair. We claim that a vertex can define at most two vertex-edge pairs whose corresponding segment intersects σ . Let v be a vertex of Q, and let e be an edge of P. Let Q(r ) be a placement with r ∈ σ . If the horizontal line through v(r ) does not intersect e, then v exchanges its vertical order with an endpoint of e when it is moved to lie on e. Hence, v can only define a vertex-edge pair with an edge e intersected by the horizontal line through v(r ). Because P is convex there are at most two such edges. The same argument shows that any vertex of P can define at most two vertex-edge pairs. + m) . From the proof of Lemma 3.6 it follows that we can compute these segments in linear time: take a point r inside the strip, and merge the two sorted sequences of y-coordinates of the vertices of P and the vertices of Q(r ) to find for each vertex the at most two edges with which it can define an edge inside σ . Because we know the segments defining A( ) ∩ σ , we can use cuttings to zoom in further on a goal placement. How this works is explained next.
The Second
Let S be a set of line segments in the plane. A (1/k)-cutting (S) for S is a collection of triangles with disjoint interiors that collectively cover the entire plane, such that for each triangle in (S) the number of segments intersecting its interior is at most |S|/k. The size of a cutting is the number of simplices it consists of. For any set of lines in the plane-and, hence, for any set of line segments-there is a cutting of size O(k 2 ). For constant k such a cutting can be constructed in linear time [8] .
Let S(σ ) be the set of segments defining A( ) inside σ . We construct a (1/4)-cutting (S(σ ) ). This cutting consists of O(1) triangles, each intersected by |S(σ )|/4 segments. The idea is to find a triangle in (S(σ )) that contains a goal placement, and to proceed recursively inside that triangle. (Actually, we recurse in two triangles.) To decide in which triangle to recurse we proceed as follows.
Let L = { 1 , . . . , a } be the set of lines through the edges of the cutting (S(σ )). On each line i we compute the maximum overlap ξ i = max r ∈ i ω(r ) in O(n + m) time using the algorithm of Lemma 3.3. We assume for the moment that all the maxima are distinct. Let i * be such that ξ i * = max i ξ i . By Lemma 3.4 we know for each line i with i = i * to which side we can restrict our attention. This implies that we can restrict our attention to at most two triangles (separated by the line i * ). The number of segments on which we must recurse is thus at most |S(σ )|/2. After O(log(n + m)) recursive calls we are left with two triangular regions that are not intersected by any of the segments of A( ). Inside each of these regions, the overlap function is a second-degree polynomial, and can be computed in linear time. Once we have the polynomial we can compute its maximum in constant time, giving us the desired goal placement. The total running time for the second stage is O((n + m) log(n + m)). This almost finishes the description of the algorithm. It only remains to eliminate the assumption that all maxima ξ i are distinct; this is done as follows. Let ξ * = max i ξ i . The difficulty arises when ξ * is achieved at a vertex v * of the cutting (S(σ )), as in Figure 3 . In this case there must be a goal position in one of the triangles of the cutting incident to v * , but we do not know which one yet. If v * itself is a goal position, then it does not matter where we recurse (provided we keep track of the placement with the largest overlap found so far), so we assume that this is not the case. Now, to find a triangle containing a goal placement we take three linesˆ 1 , 2 , andˆ 3 such that v * lies in the triangle (ˆ 1 ,ˆ 2 ,ˆ 3 ) enclosed by them-see Figure 3 . The distance δ from v * to each of the three lines should be such that there is no goal placement inside . This can be achieved by computing with δ symbolically, treating it as an extension of the reals which is larger than zero but smaller than any positive real. Letξ j := max r ∈ˆ j ω(r ). We computeξ j , for j = 1, 2, 3, using Lemma 3.3. Letr j be such that ω(r j ) =ξ j .
Lemma 3.7. If v
* itself is not a goal position, thenξ j > ξ * for at least one j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Moreover, for such a j the triangle of (S(σ )) incident to v * containingr j must contain a goal placement.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.4.
Thus we can also find out where to recurse in O((n + m) log(n + m)) time in degenerate cases. This completes the proof of our main result, which is summarized in the following theorem. 
Bounds on the Overlap for a Particular Translation
We prove in this section that we can approximate the area of the largest possible overlap by simply looking at the placement where the centroids of P and Q coincide. We prove that the overlap in that placement is at least 9 25 of the maximum possible overlap. We also give an upper bound example where the ratio is 4 9 .
Lower Bound
We first define some notations. The centroid of P is denoted by c P .
Similarly c Q denotes the centroid of Q.
In this section we choose the origin 0 so that the overlap function is maximal at the origin, that is, the reference position Q(0) for Q is a maximal overlap position. The maximal overlap area is thus denoted ω(0). In what follows we use the polar coordinates (r, θ) with respect to that origin, and the horizontal direction; the point with polar coordinates (1, θ) will be denoted as e θ .
We denote by the three-dimensional object bounded above by the graph of ω and below by the horizontal plane z = 0: Proof. The horizontal projection p(c ) of the centroid c of is
Replacing ω by its expression by integrals, we get
Then, using the definitions of c P and c Q , we obtain
p(c ) can now be evaluated in polar coordinates:
where A(θ ) = Proof. The proof is similar to the one we gave for the two-dimensional case. In higher dimensions we use the downward concavity of the function between the maximal overlap and the overlap at the centroid position. The example is depicted in Figure 5 , assuming that the small edges of triangles have length 1, and that the opposite angle is very small. The intersection at the optimal position is a small square of edge length about 1, and the intersection at the centroid position is a square of edge length about 2 3 . 4.2.2. Three-Dimensional Example. Our worst example in three dimensions is drawn in Figure 6 . If edge e has length 1, and the smallest face of Q as area ε, then the volume of the intersection at the optimal position is ε. We now evaluate the volume when the centroids coincide: edge e parallel to e in the section of P by the vertical plane through the centroid of P has length 3 4 , the length of the stick Q inside P is about two-thirds of e , that is 1 2 , and finally the horizontal section of Q at its centroid is a 3 4 homothet of the horizontal face of Q. Thus the volume of the intersection is 
Conclusions
We presented an algorithm that computes a translation of a convex polygon Q that maximizes the area of overlap with another convex polygon P. The algorithm runs in O((n + m) log(n + m)) time, where n and m are the number of vertices of P and Q, respectively. Our algorithm is based on the unimodality of the overlap function for convex polygons. We showed that the particular placement where the centroids of the polygons coincide gives an approximation of the optimal overlap area of at least 9 25 . We conjecture that the lower bound can be improved to 4 9 , which would be a tight bound, as we have shown. A demonstration of any such better bound, however, would have to rely on some other fact than Theorem 3.1. In fact, it is easy to construct an example of a bivariate function δ such that √ δ is downward concave and the value of δ at its centroid is only 9 25 of its maximal value, but such a δ does not seem to be a representation of the ω function related to the overlap of two polygons.
The obvious next step is to develop an efficient algorithm for arbitrary simple polygons. Unfortunately, the overlap is no longer unimodal for nonconvex polygons: the overlap function can have up to (n 2 m 2 ) local maxima. It seems difficult to develop an algorithm that does not inspect all local maxima. In many cases, however, the number of local maxima in the overlap function is relatively small. It would be interesting to develop an algorithm whose running time depends on the number of local maxima.
